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otal national health care expenditures currently programs The exemption does not explicitly

represent over 12 percent of the United States require that nonprofit hospitals provide charity or uncom

Gross Domestic Product GDP the highest share pensated care to indigent patients

of any developed nation Hospitals represent nearly

40 percent of total U.S health care expenditures and ob- Along with the Federal income tax exemption non

viously-play-a-significant-role in-providing-quaiity-heaith profit-hospitals receiveadthtional-sociai-subsidies These

care subsidies include tax-deductible contributions and the

privilege of financing investments with tax-exempt bonds

Today there is more competition than ever between Furthermore depending on state and local variations

tax-exempt nonprofit hospitals and corporate for-profit nonprofit hospitals often receive exemptions from income

hospitals and this raises questions regarding the effec- property and sales tax However unlike for-profits these

tiveness and appropriateness of these two types of health hospitals cannot distribute any of their earnings to pri

care providers During much of the 1980s both types of vate individuals The for-profit hospitals on the other

hospitals experienced budgetary strains and the holdings hand are taxed at corporate rates distribute earnings to

of corporate for-profit hospitals grew at three times the shareholders and are not accountable to the commu
rate of those of tax-exempt nonprofit hospitals The in- nity benefit standard of the nonprofits

creasing number of for-profit hospitals and hospital chains

has restructured sector of the economy that was once Rudney and Copeland estimated that the total value

dominated by nonprofit hospitals of all subsidies and exemptions provided to nonprofit

hospitals from the Federal and from state and local gov

Through an examination of comparative financial ernments equaled approximately $8.5 billion in 1986

indicators such as asset and revenue growth rates oper- Both the federal income tax exemption and the use of

ating margins debt-to-equity ratios and returns on eq- tax-exempt bond financing each equal approximately 20

uity this paper examines key economic differences be- percent of the total subsidy

tween nonprofit and for-profit hospitals including the

advantage of tax-exemption for the nonprofits Charity and Uncompensated Care

Medical treatment for those individuals who cannot

Hospital Tax Exemption and
afford health insurance and are not eligible for public as-

Community Benefits sistance often involves costly emeiency and long-term

care rather than less costly preventive treatment It has

The Internal Revenue Code currently exempts non- been estimated that all hospitals both nonprofit and for-

profit hospitals from federal income tax through the profit provide an estimated $13 billion in uncompensated

charitable purpose clause of subsection 501c3 This care each year This amount represents between

section of the tax code implies that nonprofit hospitals and percent of total hospital revenues The subsidies

qualify for their exemption by providing health care goods and exemptions granted to the nonprofit hospitals increase

and services in manner that fosters the welfare of corn- their ability to fulfill their charitable purpose to provide

munity and allows the government to decentralize respon- care to the indigent and to maintain their financial sta

sibility for medical care to the private nonprofit sectoc bility

voluntary nonprofit hospital meets the community
benefit standard for tax exemption if it provides health There is some agreement that nonprofit hospitals tend

care to paying individuals operates full-time emer- to provide greater proportion of uncompensated and

gency room open to all individuals regardless of ability charity care than for-profit hospitals lhis mayresult from

to pay and participates in the Medicare and Medicaid the community benefit mission of the nonprofits or from
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the possibility that for-profit hospitals tend to serve fewer hospitals on the Form 1120 U.S Corporation Income

low-income patients due to the clientele on which they Tax Return The data for given year depending on

focus and the areas in which they operate the accounting period of the organization can include

data for that year and part of the following year When

Nonprofit hospitals provide many services in support year is cited in the text for instance 1987 it refers to the

of their charitable purpose including operating health- 1987-1988 period

related programs and services in their communities con

ducting medical research and providing instruction for All public hospitals and other health-related organi

medical students In the current environment which in- zations i.e nursing homes which file the Form 990 were

cludes recent Congressional dialogue regarding the cre- omitted from the analysis In addition data on assets

ation of more explicit standards for tax-exemption and and revenues for the nonprofit university teaching hos

intermediate sanctions for violations nonprofit hospitals pitals were added number of the hospitals in the

increasingly are being called upon to fulfill their chari- analysis comprise part of multi-hospital systems which

table mission and to provide health care as effectively represent the fastest growing part of the hospital sectot

and efficiently as possible lhroughout the analysis hospitals will be referred to as

small and large small hospitals are those holding

The Issue of Comparative Effectiveness less than $50 million in total assets while large hospitals

are those which hold $50 million or more in total assets

These issues raise the questions then do nonprofit

hospitals supported by tax exemptions provide greater Comparative Financial Abilities Non-

degree of charity care better promote the public welfare profit and For-Profit Hospitals
and operate more efficiently when compared to for-profit

hospitals All hospitals particularly the nonprofits can Growth in Hospital Assets Revenues
serve their communities through the use of preventive and Expenses
efforts and programs designed to cope with the problems

that often lead to or exacerbate the need for hospital care
The American Hospital Association AHA identified

nearly 6800 hospitals 48 percent of which are nonprofit
Policymakers concerned with the standards for non-

and 11 percent of which are for-profit In addition
profit hospital tax-exemption have attempted to distin-

there are currently over 250 nonprofit health systems and
guish the nonprofits from the for-profits in terms of the

50 for-profit systems in the United States The data
amount of uncompensated care provided and the prices

incorporate both hospitals and hospital systems when
charged This analysis unfortunately can provide no

the term hospital is used it includes both hospitals and
substantive information on either of these important is-

systems
sues It will however depict the financial abilities of

both nonprofit and for-profit hospitals by measuring The nonprofit hospitals as group held over five
growth rates operating margins debt-to-equity ratios and

times as many assets as the for-profit hospitals in the late
returns on equity factors very important to the.provision 1980s From 1982 to 1989 however the assets of for-
of both present and future health care

profit hospitals grew over three times as fast as the assets

of nonprofit hospitals For-profit assets grew to an esti
Data Sources

mated $38.4 billion constant dollar growth rate of over

160 percent from 1982 to 1989 In contrast nonprofit

The following analysis is based on hospital financial
hospital assets grew by over 50 percent during these years

data from tax reporting years 1987 through 1989 as col- to $178.0 billion

lected by the Internal Revenue Service IRS and as

sampled and processed by Statistics of Income of IRS Total growth in assets exceeded growth in revenues
The data used is reported by the tax-exempt nonprofit for both types of hospitals Like assets total for-profit

hospitals on the Form990 Return of Organization Ex-
hospital revenues $26.3 billion in 1989 grew over twice

empt from Income Tax and by the corporate for-profit as fast as the total nonprofit hospital revenues $169.5
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billion during the same period For-profit revenues grew reimbursements to hospitals it forced hospitals to focus

100 percent compared to 46 percent for the nonprofits on cost-cutting measures and it increased the level of

Exhibit depicts the differences in the growth rates of competition in the hospital industry State Medicaid pro-

total assets and total revenues for both types of hospitals grams also implemented more cost-effective pricing

and hospital systems from 1982 to 1989 Overall the methods that had similar effects As the competition in

growth in the hospital sector markedly exceeded the 29 the hospital industry increased many nonprofits found

percent growth rate of the Gross National Product during it more difficult to fund charitable care than in the past

the same period

Total expenses for both types of hospitals increased

faster than revenues during these years causing many to
Exhibit 1.--Increases in Assets and

Revenues 1982-1989
incur losses large number of hospitals especially the

2-
---- --- -- for-profits-realized-losses --

nonprofit hospitals and almost half of all for-profit hos

161% pitals incurred revenue losses in 1989 And as shown in

Exhibit only 12 percent of the 1aie nonprofit hospi

tals but 40 percent of the laige for-profit hospitals in

curred losses

100%
1-

Exhibit 2.--Large Hospitals Incurring Revenue

Losses 1989-1990

52% hospitals holding $50 million or more in assets

0.5-
46%

01

Nonprofit hospitals For-profit hospitals 12%
0.2

Assets Revenues
0.3

Note Percentage changes are displayed in constant dollars 04
40%

0.6
Although significant the growth in the hospital sec

tor during the 1980s pales
in comparison to the growth Nonprofit hospitals For-profits hospitals

during the mid-1970s and early-1980s During that time

hospitals benefitted from the relatively liberal Medicare

and Medicaid cost-based reimbursement systems that Many factors contributed to the budgetary difficul

were designed to cover all reasonable costs incurred in ties of hospitals Hospital expansion rising health care

the care of patients including capital construction and costs reactions to more cost-effective pricing methods

acquisition costs For-profit corporations capitalized on and less than full cost reimbursements all contributed to

the potential for growth and profit in the health care mar- declining hospital occupancy rates during the mid- 1980s

ket by acquiring hospitals or fonning hospital systems These factors in turn led to budgetary strain for many

hospitals

In 1983 however the more competitive prospective

payment system for Medicare reimbursement was en- The total nonprofit hospital occupancy rate remained

acted that reimbursed health care providers based on pre- substantially higher than the for-profit rate 69 percent

detennined amounts for specific treatments Since this compared to 52 percent in 1989 Exhibit displays

type of reimbursement decreased the dollar amount of hospital occupancy rates for 1982 to 1989 Hospitals
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tended to increase the amount of care performed on an tions to nonprofit hospitals typically have represented only

outpatient basis thereby contributing to the lower occu- percent of total revenue However contributions held

pancy rates by hospital foundations were not included in these totals

Exhibit 3.-- Hospital Occupancy Rates As health care expenses rose hospital operating mar-

Percentage gins tended to decline for many hospitals from the early

to mid 1980s Exhibit displays the median figures

Nonprofit rate
for operating margins for both types of hospitals for 1987

through 1989 The median operating margin for all non-
80

profit hospitals remained relatively constant over the years

-.-o 19871988 and 1989 equaling 2.0 2.2 and 2.1 percent
60

respectively The median for-profit operating margin 1.9

-0---- -D
percentin 1987 droppedbelow zeroin 1988to-0.1 per-

40 cent and remained below the nonprofit margin in 1989

at 1.3 percent
For-profit rate

Exhibit 4.Hospital Operating Margins

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 Median operating maiins

Size of hospital2
Year

1987 1988 1989

Data source American Hospital Association Hospital Statistics

Percent

Nonprofit

Oftentimes in order to better compete many nonprofit Total 2.0 2.2 2.1

hospitals have begun to engage in business activity that Small hospitals 1.5 1.5 1.1

generates income which is unrelated to their tax-exempt
Large hospitals 3.3 3.2 3.5

charitable purpose Well over one-third of all nonprofit
FOprofit

hospitals and nearly three-fifths of the large nonprofits Total 1.9 -0.1 1.3

reportedly paid tax on unrelated business gross income Small hospitals 1.9 -0.1 1.3

UBI in 1989 The tax on UBI represents one way in
Large hospitals -0.3 0.2 1.6

which policy addresses the issue of unfair competition
Operating Margin Total Revenues Total Expenses

between nonprofit and for-profit organizations
Total Revenues

25ma11 hospitals hold less than $50 million in assets while

Operating Margins large hospitals hold $50 miffion or more

In order to determine the relationship of hospital rev- One striking trend in the data shows that the large

enues to expenses median operating margins or profit nonprofit hospitals those holding $50 million or more in

margins were calculated by dividing the result of total assets have tended to earn greater margins than the for-

revenues less total expenses by total revenues mini- profit hospitals of comparable size For instance Ex
mum or reasonable operating margin is necessary for hibit which depicts operating margins for all of the

hospital to support constant or increased service capac- large hospitals shows that in 1989 the large nonprofits

ity for its patients and community To adjust the total realized 3.5 percent margin compared to only 1.6
per-

-revenue of nonprofit hospitals for the sake of compari- cent for the large for-profits

son with the for-profit hospitals both the amount of con

tEibutions received and the amount of income earned Nonprofit hospitals unlike their for-profit counter-

through fundraising efforts were subtracted from total parts receive the benefit of tax-exempt bond financing

revenue Expenses attributed to fundraising were also which in effect allows them to finance investments more

factored out of the equation In recent years contribu- cheaply The for-profit hospitals not surprisingly incur
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Exhibit 5.--Median Operating Margins Large Hospitals Exhibit ..-RevisedOperating Margins
hospitals holding $50 million or more in assets _________________________________

4- Revised median operating margins

3.5 Size of hospital2

3.2 1987 1988 1989

3- _________

Percent

Nonprofit

_______ Total 4.6 4.6 4.7

Small hospitals... 3.7 3.7 3.5

Large hospitals ...
6.2 6.0 6.3

For-profit

Total 5.7 3.1 4.8

0.2
Small hospitals 4.8 0.2 3.2

-0.3
Large hospitals 11.5 10.6 12.0

1Revised Operating Margin Total Revenues Total Expenses

-1 --

Interest Expenses Total Revenues

1987 1988 1989
Small hospitals hold less than $50 million in assets while

_____________________________________________________ large hospitals hold $50 million or more

Nonprofit hospitals For-profit hospitals

realized greater revised margins than the small for-prof

greater percentage of total expenses as interest per- its in two of the three years The large for-profits on the

cent compared to percent for the nonprofits This other hand realized notably higher revised margins corn-

factor helps to explain in part the higher nonprofit hos- pared to the large nonprofits For instance Exhibit

pital operating margins Differences in depreciation ex- which displays the revised margins for the large hospi

pense percent of total expenses for the for-profits corn- tals shows that in 1989 the large for-profits realized

pared to percent for the nonprofits also contributes 12.0 percent margin compared to 6.3 percent for the large

somewhat to the difference For-profit hospitals may nonprofits These figures show that after adjusting for

tend to rely more heavily on accelerated depreciation

methods compared to the nonprofits
Exhibit 7.--Revised Median Operating Margins

Large Hospitals

hospitals holding $50 million or more in assets

Neutralizing the Tax Exemption Revised
14

Operating Margins

12 11.5
12.0

revised operating margin calculated by adding 10.6

interest expense back into the equation for both types of 10

hospitals shows different results By adding back

interest expense the formula attempts to neutralize the

nonprofit advantage of tax-exempt bond financing 6-
6.2

6.0
6.3

As displayed in Exhibit the for-profit revised operat

ing margin exceeded the nonprofit margin in two of the

three years The for-profit margin narrowly exceeded the

nonprofit margin in 1989 4.8 percent compared to 4.7

percent

1987 1988 1989

Separating hospitals by size shows that the small

nonprofits those holding less than $50 million in assets Nonprofit hospitals For-profit hospitals
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the subsidy of tax-exempt bond financing the nonprofit over seven times more debt than equity Higher levels

hospitals particularly the large ones did not earn as much of debt put an organization at greater risk during finan

income relative to expenses as did the for-profits cially difficult times

Debt and Equity Exhibit which focuses on the debt-to-equity ratios

of the large hospitals shows that while the gap between

The nonprofit and for-profit hospitals tend to hold the nonprofit and for-profit hospitals narrowed as the

relatively similar mix of assets Howevei nonprofit hos- hospitals increased in size the for-profits still incurred

pitals hold slightly greater proportion of assets as land notably higher level of debt In 1989 the large for-prof

buildings and equipment 46 percent compared to 40 its had debt-to-equity ratio of 4.1 compared to 1.1 for

percent for the for-profits and for-profit hospitals hold the large nonprofits

somewhat greater proportion of assets as investments

31 percent compared to 25 percent for the nonprofits
Exhibit 9.--Median Debt-to-Equity Ratios

Large Hospitals

hospitals holding $50 million or more in assets

For-profit hospitals as group tend to incur much 57

more debt when compared to the nonprofits Exhibit

depicts median debt-to-equity ratios for 1987 through

1989 for both types of hospitals Total equity in this
4.1

case equals total assets less total liabilities The ratios

were calculated for each hospital by dividing debt or

liabilities by equity or net worth

Exhibit .--Hospital Debt-to-Equity Ratios

2-

Median debt-to-equity ratios
11 11

Size of hospital2

1987 1988 1989

Percent
_________________________________ 1987 1988 1989

Nonprofit

Total 1.0 1.0 1.0

Small hospitals 0.9 0.9 0.9 Nonprofit hospitals For-profit hospitals

Large hospitals... 1.1 1.1 1.1

Total 245 70
For-profit hospitals in general tend to incur much

Sinai 85 287 75 higher levels of debt compared to the nonprofits To at-

Large hospitals 4.5 4.1
tract both physicians and patients in the competitive hos

pital market hospitals often finance new investments in

Debt-Equity Ratio Nonprofit Hospitals Total Liabilities the form of buildings and equipment Many other fac
Total Fund Balances or Net Worth tors encourage hospitals to incur debt These include
Debt-Equity Ratio For-profit Hospitals Total Liabilities

Stockholders Equity
among others new technological advances new health

2Small hospitals hold less than $50 minion in assets while care needs and demands competitive pressures and the

large hospitals hold $50 million or more possible lack of built-in incentives to share costs and

equipment with other hospitals

In 1989 the median nonprofit hospital had ratio of

slightly less than one indicating that the amount of non- Returns on Equity

profit equity or net worth actually exceeded the amount

of debt acquired by majority of these hospitals The As another measure of comparative financial perfor

median for-profit hospital on the other hand had well mànce total retuEtiion eqüitç or net worth in the case ofjjv
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the nonprofits were calculated by dividing the amount Exhibit 11.--Median Returns on Equity
of net revenue by the amount of equity Growth in Large Hospitals

the net worth or equity of an organization through strong
hospitals holding $50 million or more in assets

return on equity is important for financial strength and

resiliency Unlike the for-profits the nonprofits can not
8- 7.8

utilize the equity markets to help finance capital projects
70

but instead must rely on internal funds and new contribu-
6.3

tions and gifts
6-

6.0

Exhibit 10 displays median figures for returns on eq- 5- 4.7 4.7

ulty for both nonprofit and for-profit hospitals for 1987

through 1989 The returns for the two types of hospitals _______________________
were relatively comparable in 1987 although in 1988 the

median nonprofit hospital earned higher return The

median for-profit in that year had negative return

However in 1989 the for-profit return exceeded that of

the nonprofit 6.6 percent compared to 5.1 percent

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

Exhibit 1O.--Hospital Returns on Equity

__________________ ___________________________ Nonprofit hospitals For-profit hospitals

Median returns on equity

Size of hospital2

1987 1988 1989
profit advantage of tax-exempt bond financing results

________________ _________________________ differed Although the results are not shown here under

Percent
revised scenario the for-profit hospitals earned notably

Nonprofit greater returns on equity than the nonprofits

Total 4.3 4.6 5.1

Small hospitals 3.4 3.6 3.5

Comparative Effectiveness Questions and
Large hospitals 6.0 6.3 7.0

Answers

For-profit

Total 4.4 -0.4 6.6 This was comparative analysis of nonprofit and for-

Small hospitals 4.4 -0.4 6.3
profit hospitals and hospital systems It showed that non-

Large hospitals 4.7 4.7 7.8

profit hospitals had greater operating margins and much

lower debt-to-equity ratios than did for-profit hospitals
Return on Equity Net Revenue Total Assets Total Liabilities

2SmaIl hospitals hold less than $50 million in assets while
Returns on equity for the two types of hospitals varied

large hospitals hold $50 million or mole during the three year period studied This part of the

analysis controlled for contributions and fundraising in

Isolating the large hospitals indicates that the come of nonprofit hospitals When other social subsi

nonprofits earned greater return on equity than the for- dies such as tax-exempt bond financing were added to

profits in both 1987 and 1988 Exhibit 11 which depicts the analysis different results occurred The for-profit

returns on equity for only the large hospitals shows that hospitals after neutralizing the nonprofit advantage of

in 1988 the large nonprofits realized 6.3 percent return tax-exempt bond financing earned higher operating mar-

while the large for-profits realized 4.7 percent return gins and higher returns on equity than did the nonprofits

In 1989 both groups realized increased returns over 1988

although the large for-profit rate surpassed that of the non- These differences in operating margins returns on eq

profit 7.8 percent to 7.0 percent uity and debt-to-equity ratios raise questions about the

economics of for-profit and nonprofit hospitals How
As in the case of the operating margins when interest for instance are key financial indicators affected by dif

expense was added back in order to neutralize the non- ferences in uncompensated care and Medicare and Med
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icaid care Do the financial losses and low occupancy Copeland and Rudney Ibid Thble 1565

rates of many hospitals particularly the for-profits re

fleet cost pressures and the possible under-utilization of Eli Ginsberg and Miriam Ostow Beyond Univer

assets and do they emphasize the importanceofcost-shar- sal Health Insurance Journal of the American

ing initiatives between hospitals There are many unan- Medical Association May 15 1991 Vol 265 No
swered questions about hospital charity care quality of 19 2561

care capital investment cost efficiency and the finan

cial performance of the two types of hospitals Samples of returns were taken in order to compile

data from both of these sources For the nonprofit

Researchers need more effective means to collect de- hospitals 100 percent of hospitals and hospital sys

tailed data from all hospitals in order to address the dif- tems holding $10 million or more in assets were

ferences in care spending and performance Health care included The smaller hospitals were sampled at

policy must address many challenging questions How lower sampling rates ranging from percent to 34

for example can American health care best provide cost- percent For the for-profit hospitals 100 percent of

effective care to everyone And how can hospitals best hospitals and systems holding $50 million in assets

help to provide this care Historically nonprofit hospi- were included in the sample The smaller for-profit

tals have served their communities through the provision hospitals were sampled at lower sampling rates

of hospital care and community health programs and ser- ranging from percent to 50 percent

vices Within the increasingly competitive hospital in

dustry and with changes to the American health care sys- These data were obtained from the National Center

tern approaching nonprofit hospitals must carefully de- for Education Statistics U.S Department of Edu
fine their charitable mission and both types of hospitals cation Office of Educational Research and Improve-

must operate effectively Hopefully these comparative ment Integrated Postsecondary Education Data

data on the finances of nonprofit and for-profit hospitals System 1989/1990 Finance Survey In addition

can play part in understanding these important issues in terms of the for-profit category the relatively

small number of for-profit hospitals that file as part-
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